Pricelist Books and Prints
(as of 21/7/2022)
The prices in this list are valid until they are not – sorry!
Almost all of my books are one of a kind, so what’s gone is gone. But I can probably make something
similar at a comparable price, just ask.
In general listings do not reflect stock and availability.
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Shipping Prices
All shipping is free when ordering through email to destinations within the UK and paying by BACS.

Small and light items (no thicker than 1cm)
destination
UK
Europe
USA
Everywhere
Else

value <£20*
£0.00 First Class
£2.50 International Standard (no
tracking)
£3.70 International Standard (no
tracking)
£3.50

value >£50*
£0.00 First Class Signed For
£6.00 International Tracked and Signed
£7.00 International Tracked and/or
Signed
£7.00 International Tracked and/or
Signed

Medium size and weight items (small parcel, up to 5cm thickness)
destination
UK
Europe
USA
Everywhere
Else

value <£20*
£4.00 First Class
£8.00 International Standard (no
tracking)
£17.00 International Standard (no
tracking)
£11.50 International Standard (no
tracking)

value >£50*
£5.00 First Class Signed For
£12.00 International Tracked and
Signed
£20.50 International Tracked and/or
Signed
£15.50 International Tracked and/or
Signed

* for items of a value between 20 and 50 pounds, I decide on a case-by-case basis, depending on
how much I spent on materials and other factors like size

Large Items
Depending on what you are ordering, prices may change if your order is large. Sometimes I’ll be able
to absorb the price (i.e. I can make it free for you) sometimes

Editioned Artist Books
Those listed here are all editioned. For one of a kind pieces of art, please enquire.
The Smiley Oracle

£45.000

edition size: 16
year: 2009

The awful German Language (Mark
Twain)

£54.00

illustrated with original prints
edition size: 12
year: 2009
Individually handwritten and stencilled
book,
Featuring a funny (but slightly bitter)
story from my own feather, open edition

£30

This limited edition (22 copies) features
a collection bookmarks each hand
printed with one of my women with hat.

10.00

Secret Love
Limited edition of 20
Abstract lines form to show a heart
when held against a lightsource

20.00

Folklórico, open handmade edition of
digital reproductions of original pages
which were screenprinted and then the
text pasted onto it

£15

Size approximately A6,
Approx.. 120 pages

Prints
I send items through the mail mounted or unmounted, between sheets of cardboard for support.
mounted, unframed
mount size: A3
print size: 12cm x 15cm
paper size: 28cm x 38cm

£99.00
(coloured)
£65 (B&W)

edition limited to 50
(19 printed to date)
background: monoprint
foreground: linocut

edition of 20
wood-reduction cut
unmatted
print size: 12cm x 23cm
paper size:29cm x 20cm

£45.00

Reduction cut, varying
edition of 6

£55

The printed area is
approximately 10cm x
13cm in size.

Prints 2 and 3 sold
wmounted to A4
Print 4 is sold mounted to
fit a 10"x8" frame

Fabric of Motherhood I
(Monoprint)

£40/£50

Drypoint and lino print,
Signed, titled and dated on
the back
The shadow box stands up
on its own. You can have it
with or without the frame
The image has the size of
12.5cm x 17.5cm and fits
into a 5x7 inch picture
frame
Fabric of Motherhood II
(Monoprint)
Drypoint and collaged lino
print,
Signed, titled and dated on
the back
The shadow box stands up
on its own. You can have it
with or without the frame
The image has the size of
12.5cm x 17.5cm and fits
into a 5x7 inch picture
frame

£45/£55

Fabric of Motherhood III
(monoprint)

£55

Lino prints are cut and
arranged in to a 3D image
inside a shadow box. The
front has a silhouette
collaged to it.
This artwork is fitted
within the frame and is
therefore by default only
sold together with the
frame.
The size of the frame is 6 x
8 inches
Fabric of Motherhood IV
(monoprint)
Drypoint and lino print,
Signed, titled and dated on
the back
The image has the size of
29.5cm x 20.5cm and is
mounted onto
mountboard (it is signed
on the back and on the
mountboard). The
completed assembly fits
into a A3 (14x11 inches)
frame.
It is sold without the
frame, but mounted to
the mountboard. If you
need it mounted to a
different size, let me
know.

£50

"The Threads that bind us"
(Monoprint)

£45

Collage and linoprint
The printed area has a size
of approximately 15cm x
10cm. The print is
mounted to fit into an A4
frame.

“Looking up”
Drypoint on rhenalon

1/2 is mounted with a
spacer onto mountboard
and fits into in a 12 x
18cm shadow box.
2/2 is unmounted (a
mount can be fitted upon
request)

£20

Blank Books
Asian Stab bound books
These books have been bound in the traditional Japanese craft method. For this, first an inner
binding is made with hand twisted paper cord, and the Japanese decorated paper backed with more
Japanese paper. Then the corner pieces from fabric are added. They help keep the book block
together and add integrity and a splash of colour.
The binding itself is then performed in a traditional pattern with silk thread (as required for a
traditional Japanese craft binding).
Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)

£35.00

Paper: cream coloured all-round
paper (single layer)

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)

£35.00

Paper: cream coloured all-round
paper (single layer)

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)
Paper: cream coloured all-round
paper (single layer)

£35.00

Format: 17cm x 24cm, doubled
up Japanese Calligraphy Paper

£35.00

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)

£35.00

Paper: cream coloured all-round
paper (single layer)

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)

£35.00

Paper: white drawing and allround paper (single layer)

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)
Paper: white drawing and allround paper (single layer)

£35.00

Format: 16.5cm x 23.5cm (little
bit bigger than A5)

£30.00

Paper: white drawing and allround paper (single layer)

Asian Style Notepads
These look very similar to the traditional Asian stab bound journals from above, but they are lacking
the inner binding. Instead they have been stab bound directly. They make great notebooks to keep
lists in. – I use them myself all the time.
I have them in varying designs and almost always available.
One can be had for £12, three for the price of two.

Recycled Jeans Books
The covers for all these books have been made from Jeans worn in my family. They have been
prepared carefully to be worked into these covers. The pocket on the front cover is functional, but
since a book board is more rigid than a bum, it is only possible to put in few and small items like a
business card or maybe a rubber (not always, depends on your rubber).
The paper inside has been carefully chosen to make these quality notebooks. Due to their flexible
binding, it is possible to use them easily across their full width which makes smaller notebooks still
very workable.

- 180 pages (counting both sides of each
sheet)
- page format approx. 12cm x 16cm (4 2/3" x 6
1/2") - a bit larger than a postcard
- mix of papers in white, brown, cream and
colours

£29.00

- 196 pages (counting both sides of each
sheet)
- page format approx. 20cm x 23cm (8" x 9")
- pages made from a mix of coloured, brown,
and white papers
- paste down (paper on the inside cover) is a
handmade paste paper

£45.00

- 176 pages (counting both sides of each
sheet)
- page format approx. 20cm x 23cm (8" x 9")
mix of papers in white, brown, cream and
- colours (details see below)
- paste down (paper on the inside cover) is a
- piece of Florentine paper, showing vintage
toiletries

£45.00

Mo-No Butterfly binding with lino print on linen cover
The cover design is modelled after 20th century printing designs. The ink on fabric gives it a pleasant
vintage, Shabby Chic look. Inside you will find 192 creme white pages of my favorite allround paper,
pleasant to write on in a broad variety of pencils and pens. All have
- 192 pages (counting both sides of each sheet)
- a page format of approximately12.5cm x 16cm
- bound in hardcovers, in my original butterfly buttonhole binding.
- covered in book linen
- the front cover is decorated with a hand printed, hand cut lino print

£29.00

£29.00

£29.00

Leather Journals
Leather might be THE ultimate covering material for books: sturdy, gentile to touch, elegant, and
traditional. All are one of a kind. As always: if you have any questions, let me know
Leather bound soft cover travel journal
160 pages
all purpose, cream coloured paper
12.5cm x 16cm (approx. 5" x 6.3")

£29.90

Hardcover (semi flex) with slipcase
240 pages (120 sheets)
mid brown Kraft paper, all purpose
format: about 3-1/2" x 5" (8.8cm x 12.5
cm)
opens completely flat for ease of use

45.00

Limp Leather binding with closure from
handwoven linen tape

33.00

Page Format: 13cm x 8cm,
168 pages
Opens completely flat for ease of use

Limp Leather binding with a primary
binding on tapes, wrap around closure

30.00

Pages from Kraft sketching paper
Page format approx.. 13 x 8cm
416 pages

Limp Leather binding with a primary
binding on tapes.

40.00

Sketching paper, format approx.. 8.5 x
13cm
384 pages

Full leather binding with leather inlays
120 crème coloured pages
Page format approximately 12.5cm x 16cm
Opens completely flat

£40

Other Unique One of a Kind Journals
320 pages
creme coloured sketching paper
12.5cm x 16cm (5" x 6.1/3")

£123

Cover made from parchment
Hand stitched headbands
Width: 13cm (5")
Height: 16.5cm (6.5")
Thickness: 3cm (1.2")
210 pages
Crème coloured sketching paper
12.5cm x 16cm
Cover made from parchment
Past paper flyleaves
Handwoves tapes
Hand stitched headbands

£110

320 pages
creme coloured sketching paper
12.5cm x 16cm (5" x 6.1/3")

£103

Width: 13cm (5")
Height: 16.5cm (6.5")
Thickness: 3cm (1.2")

£22
* 192 blank creme coloured pages
* 4 pouches at the end
* page format is 11cm x 14cm, that's
approximately 4-1/`3"x5-1/2"

Carolingian binding, handpainted front
cover, fabric back cover, spine partially
covered with thin goat’s skin, pastepaper
paste downs
380 white drawing paper pages
Page format approx.. 15cm x 14.5cm

£40

Fun little A6 sketchbook, Coptic stitch,
handmade print on the front 384 coloured
pages

£12

Eco print journal, 336 pages, cotton rag
paper, half of them eco printed (steamed
with leaves)
Greek binding
Boards covered in goat skin, decorated
with parchment and eggshell panel

£160

“Teebuch”
Coptic Style Binding und Double Coptic
headbands, tea-stained pages, linocut
stamped on the front

£45

Journal “Velvet Spine”

£30

Cream coloured sketching paper, page
format approx. 14.5 x 16cm
160 pages
Binding style: the visible stitches are
secondary tackets, the main binding is on
tapes that are secured between board
and paste down
Covers are stiffened cow’s leather
Paste down: Italian patterned paper

Notebook, leatherbinding, complete
leather back cover, partial paper on the
front, using an Italian patterned paper
Inside pages brown artist’s Kraft paper,
approx.. 120 pages
Dimensions 14.5cm 13cm 1.8cm

Creative Prompt Journals

These journals are great for maintaining a daily practise for artists and writers.
They have 31 blank pages (16 sheets of paper) with space for a quick sketch or a short piece of
writing in answer to the prompts given on each page.
£10.00

£20

